
delight for the senses.  Your body and soul suspended, you are absorbed into their world.  It’s not a bad place to be, in fact,

you may want to exist there forever.     

The release of Two Headed Monster is their fourth full-length release, the culmination of three years of activity, during

which time kaRIN and Statik took time out to collaborate with Dean Garcia of Curve.  Under the name The Secret

Meeting, they released a full-length album called Ultrashiver which was an intoxicating ride that took on a life of its own

and met with overwhelming critical success.

With the release of Two Headed Monster, the pair once again have managed to forge their own path.  There’s plenty of 

evidence here that the years of collaboration and exploration have altered Collide and thrown open their sound as they 

continue to evolve.  As you’ll hear, Two Headed Monster is anything but insular.  Danny Carey of Tool makes a return

engagement adding his thunderous drums to four tracks and Dean Garcia from Curve also lends his bass to one of the

songs.  Elsewhere, the members of the Collide live band (Rogerio Silva, Kai Kurosawa, Scott Landes, and Chaz Pease)

contribute distorted six-string, bass guitar, and more drums.

“Two Headed Monster deals with the duality and balance of life from an alien point of view.  Sometimes I feel like an alien

from another planet” says kaRIN.  “Although every emotion comes from inside of me, I often feel like I look at life from 

the outside.  I never have followed the path that most people take, doing what they think they are supposed to be doing.

Sometimes that alienates me quite a bit, but mostly I am comfortable with it”.  Statik insists “it’s still important to me not

to remake the same songs that we have made before and not to tread on anyone else’s path”.  

With this album, the emphasis here remains on the intricate juxtaposition of kaRIN’s emotional lyricism and ethereal, 

otherworldly vocals, and Statik’s chilling, hypnotic, and powerful soundscapes. Success has blunted neither their anguish

nor their discontent – few writers can make disillusionment sound as convincing (or as sultry) as kaRIN does on “Tongue

Tied & Twisted”.  Tracks like the bracing “Chaotic” and “Spaces In Between” crackle with dark energy.  “Silently

Creeping” and “Two Headed Monster” are both cautious but unmistakable come-ons. “A Little Too Much” and “Head

Spin” are near-psychedelic slices of industrial pop that are radio-friendly, approachable, and addictively catchy.  There’s a

playful undercurrent to these tracks that becomes increasingly apparent on repeat listenings.  The gorgeous and sharply-

written “Pure Bliss” features crunchy guitars, gritty electronic loops, and thundering drums and is an aching track destined

to be remembered.  At the end of the album, the dreamy, fuzzed-out “Utopia” wrenches your heart and leaves you wanting

more.   What it all promises, Collide once again deliver with Two Headed Monster. 
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two headed monster

collide
Collide return once again...luring you into their deep dark smoky

den.  As usual, you are never quite sure what to expect from

Collide, but you can be sure it will be good.   Recognized as giants

in the darkwave/industrial genre, the fiercely independent Collide

continue on their own path to make music on their own terms.  

Two Headed Monster hits with a slam.  The alchemical blend that

they concoct feels dark and surreal, sensual and twisted...a pure


